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have you tried to search for stuff in google using "RetroPie" "RetroPie Dreamcast install" "retroPie dreamcast" "retropie dreamcast" "retro pi dreamcast" "retro pie dreamcast", "pi, retro, dreamcast", etc or to use some of the keywords in this tutorial here. This is actually what I did and why I didn't get my screen working anymore. I thought something went wrong, but I tried changing cables and batteries and it didn't work. Then I tried another one from RetroPie Box and same thing. Searching my facebook page would be a tedious job - I got some unofficial support, let's call it - from at least 8 people. And they all suggest to try to change the resolution. But my keyboard and mouse were not working at all. Someone suggested to
use a HDMI cord instead of a standard VGA cable. For the monitor, I got a VGA to HDMI converter. After some googling, I found some tutorials about replacing the cables and now I have an old-style one again. It might be that this problem might only appear if you bought it a short time ago and it has only been installed for a day or two. It could be that it's still not performing the way you are used to having it work. I can not believe it - 7 days later with a new cable and with different batteries and with HDMI cable - still not working. I think RetroPie Box and the official zip-files contain the whole deal. Some people on the internet said it's a little bit more complicated. Maybe it is, but I got no idea how to do it. And, there's no time to

look into it at the moment. So, I suggest just getting a new RetroPie Box (if you want to have something extra) and just use it. You will get the game's working perfectly. And this can work for something else too. I could only help you up to here. PS: I'm not trying to advertise RetroPie Box, I'm just giving a general advice to the people who have already bought one or are thinking about it. retro pie dreamcast Listen up, since the days where you go and play a video game in your room, you are not seeing what kind of space you have. Today you get to see your space like never before. The best thing is that it can be the best experience, because it
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